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STEP 1: Thread your needle 
with about four feet of FireLine.

Leaving about a 6-inch tail that 
you can weave in and cut at 
any time, string six 3mm round 
beads. Tie the beads together 
with a tight double knot, 
forming a circle:

STEP 2: Go back around 
through this circle of six 3mm 
round beads, grab your tail 
thread and tie another knot:

= seed bead
= 3mm round bead

  = 6mm bicone crystal

  = 6mm round bead

STEP 3: Go back through 
the two 3mm round beads 
highlighted in RED:

STEP 4: String a 6mm bicone 
crystal, a seed bead, a 6mm 
round bead, a seed bead and  
a 6mm bicone crystal. 

Go around and back up through 
the 3mm round bead on the 
circle that you just exited 
(highlighted in RED):

STEP 5: Go through the next 
3mm round bead on the circle 
(highlighted in RED):

MATERIALS
•  About four feet of 6 lb. FireLine

•  About 75 size 11/0 Miyuki 
rocaille seed beads (Toho brand 
seed beads will be a bit too fat)

• 14 size 3mm round beads

• 6 size 6mm bicone crystal beads

• 6 size 6mm round beads

•  a closed-loop bail or 4-6mm 
closed (soldered) jump ring

•  a chain, or satin, silk or leather 
cord with clasp

©2022 Deborah Roberti

Winter 
Bloom 

Pendant

Use the Hana-Ami stitch motif 
to make this easy pendant from 
size 11/0 Miyuki seed beads, 
3mm and 6mm round beads 

and 6mm bicone beads.

Distributed by  
Bead-Patterns.com and  
Sova-Enterprises.com
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STEP 6: String a 6mm 
bicone crystal, a seed 
bead, a 6mm round 
bead and a seed bead.

Go around and across 
through the 6mm bicone 
crystal that you added 
in Step 4 (highlighted in 
RED) and then through 
the 3mm round bead on 
the circle that you exited 
at the end of the last 
step (also highlighted  
in RED):

STEP 7: Go through the 
next 3mm round bead 
on the circle (highlighted 
in RED):

STEP 8: String a 6mm 
bicone crystal, a seed 
bead, a 6mm round 
bead and a seed bead.

Go around and down 
through the 6mm bicone 
crystal that you added 
in Step 6 (highlighted in 
RED) and then through 
the 3mm round bead on 
the circle that you exited 
at the end of the last 
step (also highlighted  
in RED):

STEP 12: String a 6mm 
bicone crystal, a seed 
bead, a 6mm round 
bead and a seed bead.

Go around and across 
through the 6mm 
bicone crystal that 
you added in Step 10 
(highlighted in RED) 
and then through the 
3mm round bead on the 
circle that you exited  
at the end of the last 
step (also highlighted  
in RED):

STEP 13: Go through 
the next 3mm round 
bead on the circle and 
continue down through 
the 6mm bicone crystal 
that you added in Step 4 
(both beads highlighted 
in RED):

STEP 14: String a seed 
bead, a 6mm round 
bead and a seed bead. 

Go around and up 
through the 6mm 
bicone crystal, across 
through the 3mm round 
bead on the circle and 
down through the 6mm 
bicone crystal bead 
highlighted in RED:

STEP 15: Go back 
up through beads 
highlighted in RED:

STEP 16: String a 3mm 
round bead. Go up 
through the seed bead, 
the 6mm round bead 
and the seed bead 
highlighted in RED 
so that this new 3mm 
round bead sits between 
the two existing seed 
beads, filling the gap:

STEP 9: Go through the 
next 3mm round bead 
on the circle (highlighted 
in RED):

STEP 10: String a 6mm 
bicone crystal, a seed 
bead, a 6mm round 
bead and a seed bead.

Go around and down 
through the 6mm 
bicone crystal that 
you added in Step 8 
(highlighted in RED) 
and then through the 
3mm round bead on the 
circle that you exited  
at the end of the last  
step (also highlighted  
in RED):

STEP 11: Go through the 
next 3mm round bead 
on the circle (highlighted 
in RED):

If you would like to be notified when new patterns 
are posted—as well as sales, special offers and pattern 

updates—go to AroundTheBeadingTable.com and click on 
the “Join the Mailing List” tab on the left to subscribe to my 

mailing list, or just click on the link below:  
https://www.aroundthebeadingtable.com/mailinglist.html
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STEP 17: String a 3mm round 
bead. Go across through the 
seed bead, the 6mm round bead 
and the seed bead highlighted 
in RED so that this new 3mm 
round bead sits between the  
two existing seed beads, filling 
the gap:

STEP 18: String a 3mm round 
bead. Go down through the 
seed bead, the 6mm round bead 
and the seed bead highlighted 
in RED so that this new 3mm 
round bead sits between the  
two existing seed beads, filling 
the gap:

STEP 19: String a 3mm round 
bead. Go down through the 
seed bead, the 6mm round bead 
and the seed bead highlighted 
in RED so that this new 3mm 
round bead sits between the  
two existing seed beads, filling 
the gap:

STEP 20: String a 3mm round 
bead. Go across through the 
seed bead, the 6mm round bead 
and the seed bead highlighted 
in RED so that this new 3mm 
round bead sits between the  
two existing seed beads, filling 
the gap:

STEP 21: String a 3mm round 
bead. Go up through the seed 
bead, the 6mm round bead 
and the seed bead highlighted 
in RED so that this new 3mm 
round bead sits between the  
two existing seed beads, filling 
the gap:

STEP 22: Go back up through 
the beads highlighted in RED:

STEP 23: String eight seed 
beads. Go around (but not 
through) the 6mm round bead 
and across through the 3mm 
round bead highlighted in RED:

STEP 24: String eight seed 
beads. Go around (but not 
through) the 6mm round bead 
and down through the 3mm 
round bead highlighted in RED:

STEP 25: String eight seed 
beads. Go around (but not 
through) the 6mm round bead 
and down through the 3mm 
round bead highlighted in RED:

Did you know that I have 100+ FREE patterns, tips 
and tutorials on my website here:

https://www.aroundthebeadingtable.com/Tutorials/
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STEP 26: String eight seed 
beads. Go around (but not 
through) the 6mm round bead 
and up through the 3mm round 
bead highlighted in RED:

STEP 27: String eight seed 
beads. Go around (but not 
through) the 6mm round bead 
and up through the 3mm round 
bead highlighted in RED:

STEP 28: String eight seed 
beads. Go around (but not 
through) the 6mm round bead 
and up through the 3mm round 
bead highlighted in RED:

STEP 29: Go back up through 
the four seed beads highlighted 
in RED:

STEP 30: String a seed bead. 
Go down through the beads 
highlighted in RED. The seed 
bead that you just added should 
sit above and a little between 
the two seed beads below so 
that the trio of seed beads form 
a nice point as you pull tight:

STEP 31: String a seed bead. 
Go down through the beads 
highlighted in RED. Again, the 
seed bead that you just added 
should sit above and a little 
between the two seed beads 
below so that the trio of seed 
beads form a nice point as you 
pull tight:

STEP 32: String a seed bead. 
Go down through the beads 
highlighted in RED. The seed 
bead that you just added should 
sit below and a little between 
the two seed beads above so 
that the trio of seed beads form 
a nice point as you pull tight:

STEP 33: String a seed bead. 
Go up through the beads 
highlighted in RED. Again, the 
seed bead that you just added 
should sit below and a little 
between the two seed beads 
above so that the trio of seed 
beads form a nice point as you 
pull tight:
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STEP 34: String a seed bead. 
Go up through the beads 
highlighted in RED. Again, the 
seed bead that you just added 
should sit below and a little 
between the two seed beads 
above so that the trio of seed 
beads form a nice point as you 
pull tight:

STEP 35: String a seed bead. 
Go up through the beads 
highlighted in RED. The seed 
bead that you just added should 
sit above and a little between 
the two seed beads below so 
that the trio of seed beads form 
a nice point as you pull tight:

STEP 36: Go back around 
through the beads highlighted  
in RED:

STEP 37: To add a closed loop 
bail (or jump ring), string a seed 
bead, a 3mm round bead and 
a two seed beads. Go through 
the loop and then back down 
through the last seed bead that 
you just strung:

STEP 38: String a seed bead,  
a 3mm round bead and a seed 
bead. Go back across through 
the seed bead at the top of the 
motif (highlighted in RED):

STEP 39: Go back around 
through the beads highlighted  
in RED and your bail loop or 
jump ring:

Weave back around the 
pendant, knot and cut your 
thread. 

You can find more pictures and info on exact beads used at the 
end of the pattern page on my website here:

https://www.aroundthebeadingtable.com/Tutorials/WinterBloom.html


